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Renowned grandmaster Artur Yusupov continues his "Build up Your Chess" chess-improvement course.
Volume 1, The Fundamentals, showed club players the basic ideas they should know;
Volume 2, Beyond the Basics, set off on the road to mastery, and now in
Volume 3, Mastery, we arrive at our final destination.
Yusupov guides the reader using carefully selected positions and advice. This new understanding is then tested by a series of
puzzles.
Follow this link for more detailed information on Yusupov's award-winning training course.
Artur Yusupov was ranked No. 3 in the world from 1986 to 1992, just behind the legendary Karpov and Kasparov. He has
won everything there is to win in chess except for the World Championship. In recent years he has mainly worked as a chess
trainer with players ranging from current World Champion Anand to local amateurs in Germany, where he resides.
ISBN: 978-1906552268 - 304 pages - Published 15 July 2009

Review
"Each chapter starts with the introduction of a theme followed by progressively more difficult examples and finally exercises
to solve with detailed solutions. Such an approach has been seen before but never as well done. One might ask why it is
necessary to have such a high rated player write a book for less-advanced players? The answer is that Yusupov offers the rare
combination of tremendous chess knowledge and the ability and desire to share it. This book will be useful to not only budding
Masters to be, but especially those who coach them... Highly Recommended" Jeremysilman.com (full review)
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